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Interaction 

Understanding each other’s intent is crucial for safe and pleasant 
interactions between road users. 



Interaction 

How will pedestrians interact with automated vehicles? 
Will there be new communication needs? 

Understanding each other’s intent is crucial for safe and pleasant 
interactions between road users. 



Current initiatives 

•  CityMobil2 (University of Leeds, DLR) 
•  What do vulnerable road users think about ARTS? Final project event.  

•  Oklahoma State University  
•  Intent Communication between Autonomous Vehicles and Pedestrians.  

•  Johannes Kepler University Linz 
•  Strategies for Negotiation between Autonomous Vehicles and Pedestrians. 

Mensch und Computer 2015, Workshop Automotive HMI.   
•  MIT 

•  AEVITA: Designing biomimetic vehicle-to-pedestrian communication 
protocols for autonomously operating & parking on-road electric vehicles 

•  Duke University? 
•  University of California, San Diego (UCSD)? 
 
+  A few vehicle manufacturers 



How to study interactions with 
automated vehicles? 

•  Methods and metrics for human factors 
research at higher levels of automation are 
missing.  

 
•  Highly and fully automated test vehicles 

are rare & independent researchers have 
often limited access to them. 

•  Developing fully functioning system 
prototypes is time and effort consuming.  



Fake it ’til you make it… 

Right hand steered vehicle with fake steering wheel on the left side 

”Automation” Fake driver 



Observational field experiment 

 
•  Test pedestrians’ 

experiences in natural 
environment 

•  Driver behaviors: 
•  Eye-contact 
•  Talking on the phone 
•  Reading newspaper 
•  No driver at all 

•  All pedestrians experienced 
all driver behaviors 

•  13 pedestrians 



 
•  Study pedestrians’ emotional 

reaction by describing a 
scenario and showing photo of a 
certain driver behavior. 

 
•  Driver behaviors: 

1.  Eye-contact 
2.  Look straight-ahead 
3.  Talk on the phone 
4.  Read newspaper 
5.  Sleeping 

•  Each pedestrian viewed one 
photo only.  

•  50 pedestrians 

Photo-test 



Pleasant 
 
 
 
 
Excited 
 
 
 
 
 
No control 
 

Unpleasant 
 
 
 
 
Calm 
 
 
 
 
 
Full control 
 

•  Background questionnaire 
•  Semi-structured interviews 
•  Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) 

Data collection 



Insights: Pedestrians’ emotional experiences 

Emotional experience 
The analysis of the average SAM-scores for the encounters with the vehicle in motion 
where the pedestrians got eye contact with the driver shows a fairly pleasant experi-
ence with low activation level, resulting in a calm emotional state (lower right quad-
rant in Fig. 6a). The phone and newspaper encounters generated a slightly unpleasant 
experience. The encounters with no driver resulted in an unpleasant experience with a 
higher activation level than in the other encounters (i.e. the pedestrians felt somewhat 
frustrated). Overall, the level of control is similar for all encounters, though it is 
somewhat higher for the encounters with eye contact (see the size of the data points in 
Fig. 6). Based on the interviews, this could be explained by the fact that the pedestri-
ans experienced that the vehicle speed was low at the same time as they were standing 
on the curb that is regarded as a safe zone. Also, some pedestrians stated that they felt 
in control in all encounters since they could decide when to cross and when to not 
cross the street.  

 

  
a) b) 

Fig. 6. Average SAM-scores of the pedestrians’ experiences in the encounters with the vehicle 
in motion (a) and the standstill vehicle (b). The size of the score shows the level of control. 

The emotional differences between the encounters are in general in line with the 
pedestrians’ statements in the interviews. All pedestrians (N=13 of 13) stated that 
(eye) contact with the driver, and the driver behavior in general, made the greatest 
difference in their experience. When asked about the safest encounter, all pedestrians 
(N=13) stated they felt most safe when they got eye contact with the driver. Only 3 of 
13 pedestrians mentioned explicitly that the encounters were experienced differently 
due to the vehicle speed. However, the importance of the vehicle speed for the emo-
tional experience is demonstrated by the fact that several pedestrians (N=7) stated that 
the safest encounter was when the vehicle was in standstill.  

Furthermore, the interviews also gave some explanation for the unpleasant experi-
ence in the encounters without a driver. To start with, the pedestrians had no previous 
experience with self-driving vehicles, and encountering a vehicle without a driver was 
a surprising and unfamiliar event. When asked about the most unsafe encounter, more 
than half of the pedestrians (N=8 of 13) referred to the one that did not involve any 
driver.  

Eye-contact: calm interaction 
 
Driver distracted: stressful and 
unpleasant interaction 
 
No driver: stressful and 
unpleasant interaction 

Circumplex model of affect (Russel, 1980) 



Insights: Pedestrians’ support needs 

From our project: 
ü  I’m in automated driving mode  
ü  I’m about to yield 
ü  I’m resting/waiting 
ü  I’m about to start 
 

From CityMobil2  
ü  whether it is stopping 
ü  whether it is turning 
ü  how fast it is going 
ü  whether it is going to start 

moving  
ü  whether it has detected me  
 



Mercedes-Benz F 015 

Nissan IDS Concept  

Mitsubishi Electric 

Google Pedestrian Notification 
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2.2 CONCEPTS FROM OTHER SOURCES 
The following concepts also address a future pedestrian-AV interaction. 

2.2.1 LUXURY IN MOTION 
Mercedes-Benz has made an effort to be in the forefront of AVs with their concept car Luxury in 
Motion F 015 (Mercedes, 2015). This vehicle shows of a number of ideas that were described in 
the previous section, including LED lights for communicating in the front and rear, and projected 
laser messages (see Figure 9). This concept also provides verbal communication to the pedes-
trian.  

2.2.2 AEVITA 
A project at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) resulted in the AEVITA concept which is 
a biomimetic vehicle-to-pedestrian communication concept for autonomously operated electric 
vehicles (Pennycooke, 2012). It uses both directional- speakers and headlights to communicate 
as well as lights in the wheels that changes color depending on the proximity of the pedestrian 
(see Figure 10). Furthermore, it has a folding joint mechanism which is used to change appear-
ance and communicate things like activity and aggressiveness of the vehicle. 

2.2.3 AutonoMI 
AutonoMI is an autonomous mobility interface concept developed at the ISIA Roma Design Insti-
tute (Leonardo Graziano, 2014). The external communication part of the concept uses a display 
which light indication points towards the pedestrian. This indicate that he or she has been no-
ticed as the light follows the pedestrian across the road (see Figure 11).  

Figure 10. AEVITA concept.    Figure 11. AutonoMI concept 
Source: http://vimeo.com/99160686 

 

Figure 9. Mercedes Luxury in Motion concept. 
Source: https://www.mercedes-benz.com/en/mercedes-benz/innovation/research-vehicle-f-015-luxury-in-motion/ 

MIT AEVITA Concept  
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ISIA Roma Design AutonoMI 



AVIP: An external vehicle interface 

Can a minimalistic external interface replace the pedestrian-driver 
interaction? 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MU74wK_RlTo  



AVIP: An external vehicle interface 

Can a minimalistic external interface replace the pedestrian-driver 
interaction? 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MU74wK_RlTo  



AVIP: An external vehicle interface 

Can a minimalistic external interface replace the pedestrian-driver 
interaction? 

•  Test pedestrians’ experiences in 
natural environment. 

•  Encounters with & without AVIP 
•  Dead end street: 9 pedestrians 
•  Parking: 24 pedestrians 
 



Insights: Pedestrians’ emotional experiences 

No AVIP 
 
Eye-contact: calm interaction 
 
Driver distracted: stressful and 
unpleasant interaction 
 
No driver: stressful and 
unpleasant interaction 

AVIP 
 
 
 
Driver distracted: calm 
interaction 
 
No driver: calm interaction 



Next step… 

•  More extensive testing at the testing facility AstaZero 
•  Tests with/without AVIP 
•  Explore extended functionality of the AVIP 

Our partners: Interactive Institute Swedish ICT, Autoliv, SAFER, 
Scania, Volvo Cars, Volvo Group, Semcon Sweden AB, Halmstad 
University, AstaZero 



Vulnerable road users in the age 
of automated vehicles: How to 
ensure safe interactions? 

 
 
 

Azra Habibovic 
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Understanding each other’s 
intent is crucial. 
 
Initial evaluations indicate 
that automated vehicles may 
bring new communication 
needs.  
 
External interfaces on 
automated vehicles may be 
a means to facilitate safe 
interactions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Publications 

•  A. Habibovic, J. Andersson, M. Nilsson, V. Malmsten Lundgren, J. Nilsson, 2016. 
Evaluating Interactions with Non-existing Automated Vehicles: Three Wizard of 
Oz Approaches. Workshop on Human Factors in Intelligent Vehicles (HFIV’16), 
2016 IEEE Intelligent Vehicles Symposium.   

•  V. Malmsten Lundgren, A. Habibovic, J. Andersson, T. Lagström, M. Nilsson, A. 
Sirkka, J. Fagerlönn, R. Fredriksson, C. Edgren, S. Krupenia, D. Saluäär. Will 
there be New Communication Needs when Introducing Automated Vehicles to 
the Urban Context? Accepted for publication at the 7th International Conference 
on Applied Human Factors and Ergonomics 2016  

•  V. Malmsten Lundgren, A. Habibovic, J. Andersson, M. Nilsson,T. Lagström, 
J.Fagerlönn, A. Sirkka, R. Fredriksson, C. Edgren, S. Krupenia, D. Saluäär. AVIP: 
An interface for communicating intent of automated vehicles to pedestrians. 
Submitted to AutoUI 2016.  

 
•  More at https://www.viktoria.se/projects/AVIP  
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Introduction | System Architecture | Simulation Environment | Signal Priority Algorithm | Coordination Priority | Extended Model | Weight Analysis  | Conclusion

The fundamental [traffic signal] questions….

• Will we even need traffic signals 
in the future?

• What happens when the volume 
increases?

• Do we see emergent behavior 
that mimics traffic signals?

• How will pedestrian's integrate 
with Automated Driving 
Vehicles with no Traffic 
Signals?

Fajardo, D. T. Au, T.Waller, P. Stone, and D.Yang, “Automated Intersection Control: 
Performance of Future Innovation Versus Current Traffic Signal Control “, Transportation 
Research Record: Journal of the Transportation Research Board, No. 2259, Transportation 
Research Board of the National Academies, Washington, D.C., 2011, pp. 223–232.



Introduction | System Architecture | Simulation Environment | Signal Priority Algorithm | Coordination Priority | Extended Model | Weight Analysis  | Conclusion

Multi Modal Intelligent Traffic Signal System 
(MMITSS)

 USDOT Connected Vehicle Pooled Fund project

 Sponsors: FHWA, MCDOT, Caltrans, VDOT

 Team: UA, UC PATH, Econolite, Savari

 Dynamic Mobility Applications (DMA)

 Components:

• Intelligent Traffic Signal Control (I-SIG)

• Signal Priority (TSP, FSP, PREEMP)

• Mobile Accessible Pedestrian Signal System (PED-SIG)

• Real-time Performance Observer (PERF-OBS)

3



4

Connected Vehicles and Infrastructure Systems

Vehicle(s)…

On Board Unit (OBU)
After Market Safety Device (ASD)

+

Connected Vehicle 
Equipment

Connected Vehicle 
Infrastructure Equipment

Road Side Unit (RSU)

Cooperative Applications:
• Transit Priority 
• Truck Priority
• Emergency Vehicle Priority

DSRC 5.9 GHz Radio
• BSM/SRM
• Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT)
• MAP

MAP Data
Digital Description of Roadway

(D. Kelley, 2012)
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Connected Pedestrians and Infrastructure Systems

Pedestrian(s)…
+

Smartphone App

Connected Vehicle 
Infrastructure Equipment

Road Side Unit (RSU)

Cooperative Applications:
• Pedestrian Call 
• Pedestrian Proirity

Wireless Communications –
DSRC/Wi-Fi/4G-LTE
• PSM/BSM/SRM
• Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT)
• MAP

MAP Data
Digital Description of Roadway

(D. Kelley, 2012)



Introduction | System Architecture | Simulation Environment | Signal Priority Algorithm | Coordination Priority | Extended Model | Weight Analysis  | Conclusion

Basic ConOps

• A high fidelity MAP that contains 
sidewalks and crosswalks is 
provided by the RSU/Server

• Pedestrian walks – on the 
sidewalk- towards the signalized 
intersection, and aligns wit the 
crosswalk

• Pedestrian presses the Cross 
button on the app

• The app will send a request for 
pedestrian service to the RSU

• The app will display the real-time 
status of the pedestrian 
indication

• Audio and haptic alarm



Introduction | System Architecture | Simulation Environment | Signal Priority Algorithm | Coordination Priority | Extended Model | Weight Analysis  | Conclusion

Application UI
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Introduction | System Architecture | Simulation Environment | Signal Priority Algorithm | Coordination Priority | Extended Model | Weight Analysis  | Conclusion

Challenges in Estimation of Pedestrian 
Location

• GPS error on 
smartphone

• Yellow points 
are true path

• Red points 
are phone 
trajectories

8



Two Development Efforts

• Savari SmartCross
• Commercial App for Pedestrians 

and Bicycles
• Developed under SBIR Project
• Utilizes Cellular (4G/LTE), Wi-Fi, 

and DSRC (if available)
• Integrated with Safety 

Applications 
• Potential surrogate for non-

equipped vehicles

• Contact:
• Navin Katta, Savari, Inc.
• navin@savari.net

• MMITSS Ped App
• Application for the MMITSS 

research team to experiment 
with algorithms/messages

• Uses Wi-Fi only
• Provides Pedestrian 

Call/Request for Service and 
User Feedback

9
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Questions?
Discussion

Larry Head
Systems and Industrial Engineering

University of Arizona
klhead@email.arizona.edu

(520) 621-2264

July 26, 2016
10
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Background

• Accidents involving pedestrians and
cyclists still remain as a pending issue for
road safety.

• Pedestrians and cyclists fatalities account
for 28% of road fatalities in EU.

• Most of these accidents are caused by the
driver being in-alert or misinterpreting the
situation.

• Active safety systems have potential to
reduce these numbers.



Background

• First generation of Autonomous Emergency Braking
Systems that avoid and mitigate VRU accidents just
arrived.

• Several technologies developed: RADAR, mono/stereo
cameras.

• Euro NCAP will include assessment of AEB-Pedestrian
systems in 2016 and AEB-Cyclist systems in 2018.

https://cws1.conti.de/content/00016752/CS%20pictures/Facts-and-Figures/2014/Hi-Res/MFS-0176_CMYK.jpg
https://cws1.conti.de/content/00016752/CS%20pictures/Facts-and-Figures/2014/Hi-Res/MFS-0176_CMYK.jpg
https://cws1.conti.de/content/00016752/CS%20pictures/Facts-and-Figures/2014/Hi-Res/ARS400.jpg
https://cws1.conti.de/content/00016752/CS%20pictures/Facts-and-Figures/2014/Hi-Res/ARS400.jpg


Background

Objectives and Results:
To develop harmonized test and assessment procedures including

A methodology for balancing active and passive safety benefit.
Methods for active safety testing.
Methods to adapt passive safety test conditions from the preceding pre-crash actions.

Results
Test scenarios, their relevance and underlying accident data.
Test set-up and related tools for AEB-P systems.
Test and assessment method integrated safety systems.
Benefit based.



Background

01-201601-2014

Pedestrian
AEB Pedestrian (6 pts)

SA
ESC = 0 pts

LDW/LKA (1 to 3 pts)
SAS updated

01-2018

Adults
AEB City (3 pts)

SA
AEB InterUrban (3pts)

LDW/LKA (1 pt)

Adults
AEB City (4 pts)

Pedestrian
AEB Pedestrian updated

AEB Cyclists (6 pts)

SA
AEB InterUrban updated

LKA with lateral support (4 pts)
SAS updated

SBR with CRS detection

01-2020

SA
AEB InterUrban updated (4 pts)

Head-on and junction (2 pts)

Protocol application date



Background

Adult 75% offset
Adult 25% offset Child behind 

obstruction

Performance of different vehicles in the market



Background

MITIGATION MITIGATION

MITIGATION

Adult 75% offset Adult 25% offset

Child behind 

obstruction

Performance of different vehicles in the market



Objective

PROSPECT aims to significantly improve the 
effectiveness of active VRU safety systems 
compared to those currently on the market 

• by expanding scope of scenarios addressed by 
the systems

• and improving overall system performance



Key aspects of the project

• Macro statistical and in-depth accident analysis:
• National statistics from specific countries.
• CARE analysis for weighting to EU level.
• Detailed understanding from GIDAS (DE) &

IGLAD (CZ, ES, FR, IT, FR and SE).

• Naturalistic urban observations with large number
of VRUs:

• Hotspots monitoring in different EU cities.

1 Better understanding of relevant VRU scenarios



2 Improved VRU sensing

Key aspects of the project

• Enlarged VRU sensor coverage:
• Higher field of view.

• Improved sensor and situational analysis:
• Partial occlusion dealing.
• High resolution microwave radar with

micro-Doppler evaluation.
• Advanced machine learning techniques

for vision sensors.
• Proactive situation awareness, path

prediction and human-observable
indicators for future VRU motion.

High resolution radar 
with leg movement 
detection capability 



Key aspects of the project

3    Advanced system control strategies 

Vehicle control strategies:
• Accident avoidance by combined steering and/or braking.

• Advanced actuator concepts, including high dynamic actuators and 
torque vectoring by braking.

https://cws1.conti.de/content/00016752/CS%20pictures/Facts-and-Figures/2014/Hi-Res/MKC1_2014_01.jpg
https://cws1.conti.de/content/00016752/CS%20pictures/Facts-and-Figures/2014/Hi-Res/MKC1_2014_01.jpg


4 Validation

Key aspects of the project

• Testing in realistic traffic scenarios:
• Real world scenarios to be reproduced in controlled environments.

• Test methodology and test procedures to be proposed to Euro NCAP:
• Intervention performance tests considering evasive actions.
• Unjustified system interventions.

• User acceptance tests:
• Influence of false warnings and incorrect system interventions.
• Predictive model of acceptance.



5 Demonstrators

Key aspects of the project

• 4 vehicle demonstrators:
• Demonstration vehicle by Continental with stereo vision camera and high resolution radars,

featuring high dynamic brake system combined with power assisted steering actuator.
• Demonstration vehicle by Daimler featuring improvements in earlier and more robust detection

of VRUs.
• Demonstration vehicle by Bosch featuring enlarged FOV sensors including side coverage,

avoidance by steering and braking and new HMI concepts.
• Demonstration vehicle and driving simulator by Volvo featuring advanced HMI and control

strategies to evaluate interaction between the driver and the vehicle.

• 1 mobile driving simulator:
• Mobile DS featuring HMI findings.

• Development of realistic pedestrian and cyclist dummies including platform
propulsion system:

• Advanced pedestrian and cyclist dummy test targets for realistic testing.
• Dummy propulsion platform with multiple target carrying on a predefined path.



Project facts

• Project title PROactive Safety for Pedestrians and CyclisTs
• Acronym PROSPECT

• Funding European Commission, Innovation and Networks Executive 
Agency, under the frame of Horizon 2020 programme

• Topic MG-3.4-2014 Traffic safety analysis and integrated approach 
towards the safety of vulnerable road users

• GA number 634149

• Consortium 17 partners, 9 EU countries
• Coordinator Andrés Aparicio

IDIADA Automotive Technology, SA

• Starting date 1st May 2015
• Ending date 31st October 2018

• Budget 6.931.978,75 €



Consortium

9 EU countries
17 partners

5 car manufacturers
3 suppliers
5 research centres
4 universities
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Further information

Visit our website
www.prospect-project.eu

• Detailed project information.
• Regularly updated news.
• Publications.
• Contact information.



Thank you

Andrés Aparicio aaparicio@idiada.com
Laura Sanz laura.sanz@idiada.com

Applus+ IDIADA
Tel. +34 977 166 717
Fax + 34 977 166 036
www.idiada.com

mailto:aaparicio@idiada.com
mailto:laura.sanz@idiada.com
http://www.idiada.com/


For further information:
Andrés Aparicio
Product Manager, ADAS
Applus IDIADA Group
aaparicio@idiada.com

www.prospect-project.eu

This project has received funding from the European Commission’s
Innovation and Networks Executive Agency, under the frame of
Horizon 2020 programme, with grant agreement nº 634149.



The Current State of 
Vehicle-VRU Interactions

Justin M. Owens, Ph.D.
Center for Vulnerable Road User Safety
Virginia Tech Transportation Institute

Wednesday, July 20, 2016
AVS 2016 Breakout Session #14
Reducing Conflict Between VRU & AV



Why Study Current Interactions?

• Session Goal: Examine potential for interaction 
among AVS & VRU
– Interaction can be positive or negative

• Use current driver/VRU interactions to 
highlight areas where technology:
– May pose particular challenges
– Could improve current state of interactions

7/26/2016 Advancing Transportation Through Innovation
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Successful/Unsuccessful Encounters

• What happens when a driver encounters a 
VRU?
– Usually successful negotiation

• Laws, social norms
– Rarely, results in a crash

• Perceptual/judgment issues
– Couldn’t see? No time to react? Misjudged timing?

7/26/2016 Advancing Transportation Through Innovation

3



VRU Crash Problem Magnitude

• In 2014, one pedestrian killed every 2 hours 
and injured every 8 minutes (NHTSA, 2016)
– 4,884 pedestrians killed (up from 4,735 in 2013)
– 207 children under 14 (19% of all traffic fatalities)
– 979 seniors over 65 (17% of all traffic fatalities)

• 726 bicyclists killed, ~48,000 injured
– 50 children <14
– 108 seniors >65

7/26/2016 Advancing Transportation Through Innovation
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Human Factors Areas
• What factors currently impact interactions?

– Visibility
• Can pedestrian/cyclist be seen?

– Choice of Crossing Location
• Crosswalk/midblock/other, distraction

– Choice of When to Cross
• Gap judgment, social norms

– Behavioral Interplay
• “Negotiation” between driver & VRU

7/26/2016 Advancing Transportation Through Innovation
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7/26/2016 Advancing Transportation Through Innovation

6

Visibility
• Drivers must be able to see and identify

pedestrians/cyclists in time to react
• Night visibility a serious issue

– 72% of ped fatalities occurred in the dark (NHTSA)
– Current countermeasures include lighting, reflective 

materials (incl. biomotion), etc.
– Potential for improved detection using machine 

vision, LIDAR, v2p, etc.
• However, VRU also need to see the vehicle



Crossing Location

• Decision where to cross
– 78% of pedestrian fatalities in 

urban areas (NHTSA, 2016)
– 71% at non-intersections

• Midblock Crossings (Sandt & 
Zegeer, 2006)

– Young males
– 2-lane roads

– Distracted walking

7/26/2016 Advancing Transportation Through Innovation
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Crossing Initiation
• Gap judgment 

– “Rolling gaps” (Brewer et al. 2006)
• Multiple-threat problem (Zegeer et al. 2005)

• Pedestrians & Cyclists overestimate their own 
visibility (Tyrrell et al. 2004; Wood et al. 2013)
– How will this misperception map to interactions with 

AVs?

7/26/2016 Advancing Transportation Through Innovation
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Combined Social Factors

• Drivers more likely to stop for groups or 
when peds are not looking (Katz, Zaidel & 
Elgrish, 1975)

• Cultural differences/norms
– E.g. Central PA vs. Providence vs. Tehran

• Negotiation & Body Language
– “You go, no you go!” “Thanks!”

7/26/2016 Advancing Transportation Through Innovation
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Disabled Pedestrians
• Considerations for pedestrians w/disabilities

– Vision impaired
• Quiet vehicles, when safe to cross

– Mobility impaired
• Need longer crossing times

– Cognitively impaired
• Judgments about safe crossing

• Opportunities for intelligent and connected 
vehicles

7/26/2016 Advancing Transportation Through Innovation

10



Conclusion
• Limitations for current interactions among 

drivers, cyclists & pedestrians result in deaths
• But, social cues can facilitate interaction
• Opportunities for improvement with automation 

and advanced sensing/v2x
– VRU detection
– VRU with disabilities

• Challenge: Improve upon what already (mostly) 
works while reducing burden on VRU

7/26/2016 Advancing Transportation Through Innovation
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Questions?

jowens@vtti.vt.edu
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